Cryptsoft and ETI-NET extend Key
Management choice for HP NonStop
Systems
Press Release

ETI-NET integrates Cryptsoft Key Management SDKs into BackBox Virtual
Tape
Brisbane, Australia — July 8, 2011 — Cryptsoft, a leading provider of Key Management
solutions, and ETI-NET, a specialized developer of storage interfaces for multi-vendor data
centers, today announced encryption key management support in data protection solutions for
HP NonStop servers.
A joint integration effort between the companies has enabled support for a range of external
key management servers for the ETI-NET BackBox virtual tape product.
Virtual tape images can be transparently encrypted in industry-standard format using keys
securely generated and delivered by an HP Enterprise Secure Key Manager (ESKM) or
alternatively any key management server that supports the OASIS open standards consortium
Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP).
“Cryptsoft’s KMIP SDKs made adding enterprise key management support a simple task. We
were retrieving and vaulting keys with both ESKM and KMIP with less than a week of
engineering effort” said Fernand Lussier, ETI-NET’s Vice President of Research &
Development. “The result is the first virtual tape encryption solution for NonStop that enables
choice of enterprise key management solutions.”
“Adding support for OASIS KMIP allows the benefits of open key management standards,
while support for the HP ESKM recognizes existing user investment” said Tim Hudson,
technical director at Cryptsoft.

About Cryptsoft
Cryptsoft provides specialist products and services for software and hardware developers in
the areas of security system design, deployment, validation and interoperability. Cryptsoft
offers a range of software development toolkits to enable the rapid integration of enterprise
key management solutions into applications. For more information see
http://www.cryptsoft.com/.

About ETI-NET
ETI-NET develops products which help customers manage the complexities of multi-vendor
computer systems. ETI-NET products integrate storage resources from dissimilar computers
and provide cost-effective consolidation and management of backup and archiving
operations. With a product development center in Montreal, Canada and field operations

centers in Boca Raton, Florida and San Mateo, California, ETI-NET has been shipping
products for HP NonStop systems since 1987. ETI-NET supports customers worldwide and
can be contacted by phone at 1-561-395-2278 or by email at information@etinet.com . To
learn more about ETI-NET, visit www.etinet.com.
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Note: ETI-NET and EZX/BackBox are registered trademarks of ETI-NET, Inc. All other
brands, products, service names, trademarks or registered service marks are used to identify
the products or services of their respective owners.

